Video: Aspire Triton Review with Matt
See the video: https://youtu.be/oiEQQuxT-ps
Video Script:
Hey what’s up Youtube!
Matt here at Downtown Vapes, got another review for you today.

This time it is the ASPIRE TRITON.
So the Aspire Triton boast a 3.5mL juice capacity, there’s Dual Adjustable Airflow.
On the top we have adjustable air flow through the mouth piece.
And on the base there is adjustable airflow on both sides. Nice and wide open airflow there.
This tank is also able to be filled throught the top or throught the bottom.
To fill through the top, you wanna pull this drip tip adapter off, and over here we have an
arrow it’s gonna point to a little guy vaping or a little droplet. So in order to fill it, we wanna
turn the arrow to the droplet. Now by doing this, it closes off the juice flow well and it also
opens up the top fill right here.
So when we go to fill it, we just wanna go right on the edge and just fill it up and with these
tanks, you can actually fill them all the way up. There’s no need to leave any room like you
would with a subtank or the ASPIRE ATLANTIS that actually can fill up all the way to the top.
And then you just simply close this back off to the little guy vaping. It opens the juice well back
up and seals the top. Stick your little drip tip adapter in here, and then you can choose
whatever drip tip you want.
You can put your favorite 510 drip tip right on top. And they say that this tank is good for
mouth to lung inhales or straight lung inhales, so let’s see how that goes.

Great flavor, great vapor production.
We’re running this at 38Watts which is actually a little higher than the coil is rated for.
This 0.4ohm coils,Dual Verticle Coils wicked with organic cotton, these say that they are
capable of 25-30 Watts and it also comes with a 1.8ohm coil that says it’s good from 1015Watts.
And the coil resistance is indicated by a band. The 1.8 ohm coil is with a blue band and 0.4
coil does have a black band.
These are retailing for $44.99 at our West Palm beach store, 420 Clematis St. Downtown,
West Palm, Downtown Vapes.

Let’s give it another vape.
For 38 Watts the vapor production is up there and the flavor is pretty, pretty similar to a 0.4
Ohm dripper at the same wattage. So you won’t get that out there from this tanks.
Out of the use I’ve had on this one, I’d give it an 8 out of a 10. It’s great but I always want
something more. I don’t think there’s anything more out there but this one is great.
Thanks for watching. Come by and see us at 420 Clematis Street, Downtown Vapes.

